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Abstract--Extensions of dynamic programming (DP) into generalized preference structures, uch as exist 
in multicriteria optimization, have invariably assumed sutt~cient structure to ensure the validity of 
Bellman's "principle of optimality" or the presence of monotonicity, hence ensuring the validity of the 
functional equations of DP. Often, however, the only reasonable formulation of a problem (in terms of 
the size of the resulting state space) is one for which neither monotonicity nor the (strong) principle 
of optimality is satisfied. Generalized DP, based on a weaker principle of optimality, is a generalization 
of DP that produces optimal solutions, even in the absence of monotonicity. It is shown both to subsume 
conventional DP and to provide an alternative means of implementing Mitten's preference order DP. 
This paper provides an overview of generalized DP and its applications to date, summarizing our 
computational experiences in the process. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since its inception,t dynamic programming (DP) has been based on a deceptively simple optimality 
principle [8]: 
Principle of optimality 
Any optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and initial 
decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard 
to the state resulting from the first decision. 
Implicit in this principle is the assumption that the concept of state carries enough of the process 
history to determine the optimality of the remaining decisions. That is, a decision maker needs only 
local information in order to determine what should be done next. 
In early applications of DP, almost all of which invariably involved the optimization of an 
additive, real-valued criterion, the validity of the principle of optimality was obvious. As the 
domain of problems to which DP was applied increased, however, the validity of the principle and 
the resulting functional equations of DP became increasingly more difficult o determine. To assist 
in the task, Mitten [9] introduced the notion of the montonicity of the underlying return structure 
as a sufficient condition to ensure the validity of the functional equations of DP (see Morin [10] 
and Carraway and Morin [I 1] for the relationships among monotonicity, the principle of optimality 
and the validity of the functional equations in single and multiple objective DP, respectively). 
Though the search for weaker sufficient conditions as well as necessary and sufficient conditions 
continues [12], Mitten's monotonicity condition remains as the weakest applicable sufficient 
condition for the validity of the functional equations. 
Eventually, attention began to turn away from the case of a single, real-valued criterion to more 
general preference structures. Brown and Strauch [13] were apparently the first to address the topic 
fDP has deep roots. Bellman was the first to formalize the area and coin the term "dynamic programming". The 
methodology, however, was apparently used earlier. Denardo [I] traces DP's origins to the 1940's with Issacs [2] and 
Wald [3]. Veinott [4] goes back even further to the 1800's and the work of Cayley [5]. However, the origins of DP can 
be traced back much further still, to ancient Greece. Following Polya [6], we can trace DP origins to Pappus of 
Alexandria, who lived around 300 A.D. [7, Chap. 19]. 
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by considering a return structure mbedded in a conditionally complete multiplicative lattice. 
Mitten [14] followed with his preference order dynamic programming (PODP), in which preferences 
for decisions sequences were assumed to be a complete preorder (i.e. to satisfy reflexivity, 
transitivity and completeness). Then Kao [15, 16] and Steinberg and Parks [17] incorrectly [18-20] 
applied PODP to stochastic ombinatorial optimization problems. Villarreal and Karwan [21] 
investigated the implications of Mitten's proposed interactive implementational approach, finding 
it to be reasonable only for small problems, as suggested by Mitten. Kornbluth [22] introduced 
a "learning" mechanism into an interactive scheme, thereby alleviating some of the burden placed 
on the decision maker. Sobel [23] extended Mitten's work to the infinite horizon case, and Henig 
[24] extended Sobel's work to that of a partial order. 
Concurrent with this work was an increasing interest in multiciteria optimization, which 
represents a natural relaxation of the assumptions of traditional, single criterion optimization. 
Applications of DP in this area can be categorized into two groups: those in which the objective 
is to generate the set of efficient solutions [25-40] and those in which the objective is to optimize 
a multiattribute preference function [21, 41-43]. 
With the exception of the applications of Kao [15, 16] and Steinberg and Parks [17], suffi- 
cient structure is assumed in all of these works to guarantee the monotonicity of the return 
structure, and hence the validity of the principle of optimality. In fact, it is precisely because 
monotonicity may be violated that Kao's and Steinberg and Parks' algorithms could result in 
suboptimal solutions [44]. Yet, in extending many conventional DP formulations to stochastic and 
multicriteria versions of basic sequential decision processes, monotonicity is often violated and the 
principle of optimality as conventionally interpreted invalid [18-20, 44-48]. Attempts to restore 
monotonicity and hence the validity of the principle using conventional DP formulations, uch as 
suggested by Sniedovich [44], can result in state spaces that are too large to be computationally 
tractable. 
Generalized DP resolves these difficulties. It is a generalization ofconventional DP that produces 
optimal solutions, even in the absence of monotonicity or the conventional interpretation of the 
principle of optimality. It is based on a weaker version of the principle that was originally proposed 
by Sniedovich [49]. Generalized DP exploits local preference r lations at each state of the recursion, 
relations that take into account he potential violation of monotonicity in the return structure. 
Hence, at each state, local information is augmented by global considerations (via the preference 
relation) in such a manner that the state space is not increased. It will be shown that generalized 
DP subsumes conventional DP as a special case and provides an alternative way of implementing 
Mitten's PODP. Furthermore, it is more than just of theoretical interest: it appears to be widely 
applicable [45--48]. 
The balance of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the generalized 
shortest path problem that serves as our underlying problem of interest. It is generalized in the 
sense that arc "lengths" are elements of a general set La, path lengths are determined using an 
arbitrary binary operator o on .~e, and preferences are determined according to a general binary 
relation ~ defined on .~e. In Section 3, we apply conventional DP (and state the strong principle 
of optimality) to the generalized shortest path problem; examples are provided in Section 4. 
The weak principle of optimality is introduced in Section 5. It gives rise to the core concept 
of generalized DP, namely that of refining local preference relations, presented in Section 6. 
Examples demonstrating the versatility of generalized DP are provided in Section 7. A concluding 
discussion follows in Section 8, including a summary of our computational experience with 
generalized DP algorithms. 
2. GENERALIZED SHORTEST PATH PROBLEM 
Our underlying model is that of an acyclic, directed network with generalized arc lengths (i.e. 
not necessarily real-valued, single criterion). A directed network is defined by a nonempty set 
S = {1 . . . . .  N} of nodes (vertices) together with a set T~_S x S of directed arcs (edges), where 
(i, j) e T denotes the arc from node i to node j. We assume a single origin, designated node 1, 
and a single destination, designated node N. Apath r~ is a sequence (i~ . . . . .  i,) such that (ik, ik+ ~)~ T, 
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for k = 1 . . . . .  n - 1. Let ~ represent he set of all paths in a network. We assume that the 
network is acyclic; i.e. i~ ~ in for all n e~ (assuming n > l).t For each node j, let ~( j )=  
{Tt e~ il = 1 and i, =j}  be the set of all paths leading from the origin to node j and x(J) =- 
{n e ~ i~ = j  and i, = N} be the set of all paths leading from node j to the destination. 
A cost structure is superimposed on the network as follows: associated with each arc (i, j )~ T 
is an arc "length" l , je~.  The length l(n) of a path n = (i~ . . . .  , i,) is determined by a binary 
operator o on ~ such that l (n)= 1~,i2 . . . . .  li, _,~ ~.~. Let ~( j )  be the set containing the lengths 
of all paths leading from the origin to node j;  i.e. ~( j )=  {l(n)ln e~(j)). 
We assume the existence of a binary preference r lation <~ ~_ Le x .~, where l, ~/2 [i.e. (ll,/2) E ~]  
can be interpreted as "length It is no more preferred than length 12". To simplify notation, we 
further define the relation ~( as follows: It -</2"~ I~ ~/2 and/2 ~l~, interpreted as "length 1~ is strictly 
less preferred than length 12". For an arbitrary subset ~'___ ~ and the relation ~(, denote the set 
of maximal elements of .~' as maxl(.~', <)  = {l e ~ '  I~Tl' e .~' such that l -< l'}; i.e. those elements 
of Za, for which there does not exist another element in ~ '  that is strictly more preferred [50, 51]. 
Our objective is to find for each l~maxl(~(N),  <)  a path 7t ~(N)  such that l (n)= l. 
3. CONVENTIONAL DP 
Conventional DP is based on a strong interpretation of the principle of optimality, namely that 
an optimal path is composed of optimal subpaths, where optimality is determined by the relation 
~.  For the generalized shortest path problem, this can be formally stated as follows: 
Strong principle of optimality 
If 
then 
n(1,/2 . . . . .  i , _ ) ,N)e~(N)  is such that l(Tt)emaxl(.~e(N), ~0, 
1((1,/2 . . . .  ,ik))emaxl(-~(ik), ~() for all k =2 . . . . .  n - 1. 
The following (strict) montonicity condition (for a discussion of the relationship between strict 
and regular monotonicity and the principle of optimality, see Morin [10] and Carraway and 




1((1,/2 . . . .  , in_ ~ ,j)) .< l((1, i~ . . . .  , i~,,_ l , j) for some j e S, 
then 
l((1,/2 . . . .  , in-l,J, k)) ~( l((1, i'2 . . . . .  i,._,,j, k)) for any k such that (j, k )e  T. 
Hence, monotonicity ensures that a preference for one subpath to a given node over another 
subpath to the same node is not reversed as the two subpaths are extended. 
To define the functional equations of conventional DP, some additional notation is needed. 
Let I ~ .~ be an identity element of .~ with respect o o; i.e. 1 o I = 1, for all 1 e ~.  For any .La' ~ 
and lE~,  let ~ 'o  l = {l'o l l l 'e .~'  }. Then the functional equations of conventional DP are as 
follows: 
f(1) = {/'} 
f ( j )  = maxl(Uc,.~r{f(i) o 1#}, -<) for j -- 2 , . . . ,  N. (1) 
and 
tAlternatively, we could assume that no beneficial cycles exist; we avoid this issue so as not  to  obscure the fundamental 
purpose of the paper, namely to describe generalized DP. 
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Fig. 1. Directed graph; first criterion represents length, second criterion represents reliability (probability 
of successful transit). 
When the strong principle of optimality is satisfied (as it is if monotonicity holds), then the 
functional equations are valid in the sense that f (N)= maxl(.Z(N),-<). By employing an 
appropriate backtracking mechanism, paths producing the elements of f (N)  can be recovered. 
4. EXAMPLES OF CONVENTIONAL DP APPLICATIONS 
Example I (single real-valued criterion) 
If &a ~_ R, o = + and I t ~</2 ~*" 11 >1/2, then the generalized shortest path problem reduces to the 
classical shortest path problem, where the length of an arc can be interpreted as a length or required 
transit time. The length of a path (assuming independence of transit time) is simply the sum of 
its component arc lengths. If ~ ~_ R + (where R + = {~ ¢ > 0}), o = × and l~ ~</2~,- Ii ~</2, then 
we have the reliability, or stagecoach problem, where the length of an arc can be interpreted as 
the probability of successful transit and the objective is to maximize the probability of successfully 
reaching the destination (assuming the independence of the individual arc probabilities). For both 
of these xamples, it is well-known that monotonieity (and hence the strong principle of optimality) 
holds. Hence, the functional equations of conventional DP are valid. 
To illustrate, consider the graph in Fig. 1. Associated with each arc is an ordered pair 
representing the length of the arc (first element) and the probability of successful transit (second 
element). The results of a recursion that finds the minimum length path for node 1 to node 6 are 
summarized in Table 1; the similiar results of a recursion that maximizes the probability of reaching 
node 6 from node 1 are summarized in Table 2. 
Example 2 (generating the efficient seO 
Consider now the case ~ c R 2, o = (+,  × ), li =(lil, ll2), and Ii ~/2 ~ 1, t> 121 and 112 ~</22. Now 
the set maxl(.Y(N), <)  represents he set of efficient path lengths from the origin to the destination, 
where an efficient path length is one for which there does not exist another path length as good 
on all criteria and strictly better on at least one. For this example, it is also easily shown that 
monotonicity holds, thus again validating the functional equations of conventional DP. This result 
can be extended to any finite number of real-valued criteria, where either + or x are the individual 
binary operators describing how are lengths are combined to create path lengths. 
Table I. Summary of DP recursion finding Table 2. Summary of DP recursion finding 
shortest path in Fig. 1 maximum ~ t y  path in Fig, I 
Previous Previous 
Node j f(j)t node Node j f( J)t node 
2 3 I 2 0.9 I 
3 2 1 3 0.9 2 
4 6 3 4 0.72 3 
5 4 3 5 0.576 4 
6 5 5 6 0.576 4 
tLength of shortest path to node j (func- tMaximum reliability of path to node j
tional equation value). (functional equation value), 
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Table 3. Summary ofDP reeursion fi ding set of efficient (minimum 
length, maximum reliability) paths in Fig. I 
Previous 
Node j f(j)t node(s) 
2 (3, 0.9) 1 
3 (2, 0.75), (4, 0.9) I, 2 
,1 (7, 0.675), (6, 0.06), (S, 0.72) 2, 3 
5 (4, 0.45), (6, 0.54), (10, 0.576) 3, ,~ 
6 (8, 0.54), (5, 0.4275), (7, 0.513), (I I, 0.5472) 4, 5 
~'Returns of efficient paths to node j (functional equation value). 
Returning to the example in Fig. 1, Table 3 summarizes the results of a recursion that generates 
the set of efficient minimum length-maximum reliability paths. 
Example 3 (linear, additive multiattribute value function) 
Suppose .~ _R  2, o = (+,  +), !~ = (1~,, 1~2), and Ii ~ 12 ¢~. u(lO <<. u(12) for the multiattribute value 
function (MAVF) u :R2~R defined by u(l)  = al~l + bl~2. Thus, there exists an MAVF that is linear 
in the criteria values and additive in terms of how the marginal value functions of the individual 
criteria are combined. For this case, it can be shown that monotonicity holds and the functional 
equations of conventional DP are valid (see Carraway et al. [47] for further observations). 
To illustrate, consider the example in Fig. 2, where the first criterion is the length, as before, 
but the second criterion is now the cost of traversing an arc; it is additive across arc lengths. 
Suppose that u(l,-)=-1~1-l~2. Then one can simply replace each arc (lit, ll2) with the value 
- l i l - / , .2 and maximize the resulting MAVF value. Table 4 contains a summary of just such a 
recursion. 
5. WEAK PRINCIPLE OF OPTIMALITY 
In Example 3 above, it is the combination of the binary operators and the functional form of 
the MAVF that ensures monotonicity. If either is changed, then monotonicity may fail to hold and 
the strong principle of optimality may cease to be valid. For example, this is true if one of the 
individual binary operators is multiplication instead of addition; i.e., o = (+,  x). Similarly, 
monotonicity may fail to hold if the MAVF is anything other than additive and linear. 
To illustrate, consider again the graph in Fig. 1. Suppose thare exists a MAVF of the form 
U(li) = - i~  + 20/,.2. Observe now the evaluation that takes place at node 3: 
F(3) = max{u(1 --.3), u(1 ---,2--,3)} 
= max{u[(2, 0.75)], u[(4, 0.90)]} 
=max{13, 14} 
= 14. 
Fig. 2. Directed graph; first criterion represents length, second criterion repre.~ents cost of traversing 
the are. 
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Table 4. Summary of DP recu~ion finding path 
to node 6 that optitn/zes u (O=- I~t - l t2  in 
Fig. 2 
Previous 
Node j f ( j )?  uLf(J)] node 
2 (3, 3) - 6 l 
3 (4,4) --8 2 
4 (7, 8) - 15 2 
5 (6, 8) - 14 3 
6 (7, 14) -21 5 
~'l.~ngth and reliability of best path to node j
(functional equation value). 
This implies that the path 1 --,2--.3 is the preferred path to node 3. It can be shown, however, that 
the path 1--*3--.5--.6 is actually the optimal path from node 1 to node 6. Hence, montonicity is 
violated, the strong principle of optimality is not valid, and the functional equations fail to produce 
an optimal solution. 
Similarly, reconsider the graph in Fig. 2, but now with MAVF u(li) = -lJ~2. Again, at node 3, 
the following evaluation takes place: 
F(3) = max{u(l ~3), u(1--*2--,3)} 
= max{u[(2, 9)], u[(4, 4)]} 
= max{-  18, - 16} 
= -16.  
Again, this implies that the path 1 --.2--*3 is the preferred path to node 3 when in reality, the path 
1--*3--*5--*6 is the optimal path between odes 1 and 6. Hence, the strong principle of optimality 
again does not hold, and the functional equations of DP are not valid. 
It is thus apparent hat conditions ufficient o ensure the validity of the strong principle of 
optimality as applied in Example 3 of the previous ection are highly restrictive. Given the rich 
variety of functional MAVF forms that have been observed in practice and proposed in the 
literature, it is doubtful that these conditions are met very often in practice. Though it is generally 
possible in such a case to redefine the underlying network structure to create a network for which 
the strong principle of optimality is valid, such a redefinition almost invariably entails a significant 
increase in the size of the state space (number of nodes). This increase makes olving the resulting 
problem computationally infeasible. 
Consider the following weaker interpretation of Bellman's principle of optimality: an optimal 
path is composed of subpaths that can themselves be part of an optimal path. To state this 
more formally, we first define a set of local preference relations "<i, one for each node j ~ S, as 
follows: for any Ii, ls e ~,  1~ <f12 ~ there exists n e x(J) such that for all n ~ ~(j), It o l(n) </2 o l(n'). 
This can be interpreted as "length l~ is locally strictly less preferred at node j than length 12" if 
and only if there exists a path n" from j to the destination such that the length of the concate- 
nation of a path to nodej of length/2 and n' is strictly preferred (in terms of the global preference 
relation <:) to the length achieved by the concatenation of a path to nodej  of length It with any 
path n from node j to the destination. 
We can make the following formal definition: 
Weak principle of optimality 
If 
n = (1, i2 . . . .  , i,_ z, N)e~(N)  is such that l (n)~maxl(.~(N), -<), 
then 
I((1, i2,. . . ,  i/))Emaxl(.W(ik), <~) for all k = 2 . . . . .  n - 1. 
The only difference between the weak and strong principles is in the former's use of the local 
preference relation <k as opposed to the latter's use of the global preference relation < at each 
intermediate state k. The strong principle of optimality is "stronger" in the sense that it represents 
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a more restrictive version of the weak principle, namely by requiring that ~(j = ~( for all j e S. 
Fortunately, the weak principle of optimality is not just a theoretical oddity: it can be expected 
to hold for a broad class of sequential decision processes [49] as we shall see in Section 7. 
6. REF IN ING LOCAL PREFERENCE RELATIONS AND GENERAL IZED DP 
The functional equations of generalized DP are based on the notion of the local preference 
relations ~(j. Use of these relations is inhibited, however, by the inherent difficulty in ascertaining 
membership in the relation (i.e. whether or not Ii -(jl2). To mitigate this difficulty, we introduce 
the notion of refining local preference relations pj, defined as follows: for l~,/2 e .~qe, l~ pjl2 =~ l~ ~(jl~. 
Hence, membership in pj implies membership in <j. The functional equations of generalized DP 
are then as follows: 
and 
/ ( l )  = {,r} 
f ( j )  = maxl(U~,.j~r{f(i) o lo. }, pj) for j = 2 , . . . ,  N. (2) 
Paralleling the difference between the weak and strong principles of optimality, the only 
difference between the functional equations of generalized DP (2) and conventional DP (1) is the 
use of pj instead of < at node j. If the weak principle of optimality holds, then the functional 
equations of generalized DP are valid; i.e. f (N)  = maxl(~(N), <). 
7. EXAMPLES OF GENERAL IZED DP APPL ICATIONS 
Example 4 (nonmonotonic MA VF) 
Suppose &e~R 2, o = (+,  x ), It =(lil, li2), and Ii ~ 12 ¢~ u(lO <~ u(12) for MAVF u :R2~R defined 
by u(O = alit + bl~2. This problem is identical to that of Example 2 except that a MAVF is now 
defined. Since monotonicity may be violated in this case (as illustrated in Section 5), only the weak 
principle of optimality is guaranteed to hold. Define UBj[I;2] to be an upper bound on the reliability 
of paths from node j to the destination; i.e. UBj[lt2]>~max{l~2ll(n~)=(lij, li2 ) for n~ez(j) }. 
Similarly, let LB~[li2] ~ min(/i21/(~,) = (l,~, t,O for n~e x(J)}. Then, let llpjl2 for somej = 2 , . . . ,  N - 1 
if one of the following conditions hold: 
(i) 111 >1 121 and ll2 < 122 (efficiency); 
(ii) In > 121 and 112 ~< 12: (efficiency); 
(iii) ll2 < 155 and 151 - Ill < (-b/a)(LBj[la])(122 - ll2); 
(iv) 112 > 152 and 121 - Ill < (-b/a)(UBj[li2])(122 - 112). 
The functional equations of generalized DP based on p~ are valid [45]. 
To illustrate, consider the graph in Fig. 1 with MAVF u(O = -1~1 + 201~2. This is precisely the 
example used in Section 5 to illustrate the potential suboptimality of applying DP along the lines 
of Example 3 when the strong principle of optimality is not valid. At node 3, a precise upper bound 
on the reliability of a path from node 3 to node 6 is 0.64. This bound can be determined for all 
nodes by executing a one-pass, single criterion DP recursion on the values of the second criterion; 
alternatively, it can be estimated using any one of a number of heuristics. (The relevant rade-off 
is the tightness of the bound versus the effort required to generate it.) Applying condition (iv) at 
node 3 with (ln, la2)= (4, 0.9) and (121,152)= (2, 0.75) then yields 
2 - 4 < (20)(0.64)(0.75 - 0.9) 
- 2 < - 1 .92 ,  
which establishes that (4, 0.9)P3 (2, 0.75). Hence, the path 1--.3 is correctly identified as being 
preferred to the path 1 ~2~3.  
Observe that, in the above example, if UB3[lt2] > 0.67, condition (iv) is not satisfied and both 
returns are retained. In this instance, a relatively tight bound is needed to establish preference, 
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implying that the additional effort expended in finding a tighter bound is probably worthwhile. 
Computational results are needed to verify this. 
Example 5 (stochastic single criterion) 
Suppose that length /j is a normally distributed random variable with mean/zj and standard 
deviation aj for each node j e S, i.e. lj ~ N(#j, aj), and that all/j are independent. Let o = + and 
l, </2 "~ Pr[L, < C] < Pr[L2 < C] where Lj is the distribution function of l~ and C is an arbitrarily 
selected constant. The objective is to maximize the probability of the path being less than C units 
in length. As in Example 4, monotonicity may be violated, and hence only the weak principle 
of optimality can be guaranteed to hold. Define UBy[/z] to be an upper bound on the mean of 
paths leading from node j to the destination; i.e. UBI[/a] >f max{~,ll(n~)~ N(~,, a,) for n~e ;~(j)}. 
Similarly, define 
LBj[/z] ~< min{#,. I l(n,) ~ N(#j, ai), for ~,ex(j)}; 
UBj[a] 1> max{a, ll(~,) ~ N(#,,a,), for n, ez(j)}; 
UBj[a] >lmin{a, ll(~,) ~N(#,,a,), for n,e)~(j)}. 
Then, let l,pjl 2 for some j = 2 . . . .  , N - 1 if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) /h >/z2 and o, = a2; 
(ii) ~, = Iz2, *, < ~r2 and LBj[/~] > C -/zl; 
(iii) p, = #2, a, > a2 and UBj[#] < C - #l; 
(iv) one of the conditions in Table 5 holds. 
The functional equations of generalized DP based pj are valid [45]. This approach as been applied 
to stochastic traveling salesman, assembly line balancing, and knapsack problems [45, 46, 48]. 
Example 6 (Mitten's PODP) 
In the generalized shortest path problem analog of Mitten's [14] PODP structure, there exist 
preference relations ~kj on each set ~( j ) ,  the set of all paths to node j. Hence, Mitten deals with 
preferences over paths, while our construct deals specifically with preferences over path lengths. 
While the preference relations ~bj can be considered to be "local", this is somewhat misleading: since 
all ~( j )  are mutually exclusive (no path can terminate at two nodes), we could just as easily define 
a global relation ~k as (rq, n2) e ~ ,=, (~1, ~2) e ~kj for j 6 S. Hence, ¢, = Uj,s~/,j. 
Previous attempts to apply PODP have assumed that ~ is induced by g and that monotonicity 
holds. For example, both Villarreal and Karwan [37] and Kornbluth [22] simulate the interactive 
implementation of PODP and both choose an additive, linear model as the underlying, implicit 
MAVF (essentially example 3). Given the ease with which monotonicity can be violated, assuming 
the monotonicity of ~< is particularly dangerous in an interactive implementation of PODP where 
the structure of the underlying MAVF is not first investigated. In a generalized DP implementation 
of PODP, the potential violation of monotonicity is taken into account. This results in either an 
alteration in the form of the questions posed interactively to the decision maker, or the 
incorporation of the decision maker's stated preferences in the parameter specification of the 
underlying MAVF (whose functional form has been previously ascertained) which is employed in 
a generalized DP recursion. 
Table 5. Conditions that imply 1, pjl 2 in Example 5, where 
I, ~ N(/h, al) and/2 ~ N0h, a2) 
/h < P2 Pl >/z2 
o,<o2 LBj[#] > h(UBj[a:])t LBj[#] > C - th  
LBj[~u] > h(LBj[o2]) 
UBj[~] < c - ~2 
o, > a2 UBj[/~] > h(UBj[o2]) UBt[#] < h(LB/[a~) 
+h(v) = [(C - ~:)(~ + v) ~ - (~C - .,)(~] + v)'~]/[(~ + v) ~ - 
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8. DISCUSSION 
The notion of generalized DP has been applied to a number of combinatorial optimization 
problems, including the stochastic traveling salesman problem [45], the stochastic assembly line 
balancing problem [48], multicriteria production scheduling [47], the stochastic knapsack problem 
[48] and project selection with interaction effects [52, 53]. In all cases in which algorithms have been 
encoded and tested, the computational requirements of generalized DP are only slightly greater 
than the heuristic use (since it may not result in optimal solutions) of conventional DP (see 
Carraway [48], Carraway et al. [47]). In addition, in cases of multiple criteria, generalized DP 
significantly outperforms using conventional DP to first generate the entire efficient set (see, for 
example, Carraway [48]). 
The key feature of generalized DP is its flexibility. It subsumes conventional DP as a special case, 
and extends the domain of problems for which a DP approach is computationally feasible. The 
refining local preference relations pj can be tailored to fit the specifics of almost any sequential 
decision problem. The key trade-off in the implementation of a generalized DP recursion is the 
effort required to ascertain the refining local relations pj versus the size (i.e. the discerning power) 
of the resulting relations. Our computational experience has been encouraging on a wide variety 
of nonmonotone sequential decision problems. 
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